Hi folks,
We are almost to the end of another great year. I was so pleased with how well the seminars were attended this year. Peter Reich’s visit was the last for the season - see below for a few photos. Thanks everyone for participating! We'll announce next year's speakers soon. We are going to change up the format a bit, with one main public talk per invited speaker rather than two.

I'm looking forward to our end-of-year gathering at Intersect Brewing next Tuesday. The Board of the Ecology Society will be joining us for a bit at the party, and we will give out our new awards.

Hold on through these last two busy weeks, and enjoy having a little moisture instead of wind.
Best,
Ruth

GDPE EVENTS & ANNOUNCEMENTS

Distinguished Ecologist - Dr. Peter Reich
Dr. Pankaj Trivedi hosted

[Image of Dr. Pankaj Trivedi and Dr. Peter Reich]
An enjoyable time for all!

Photos by Hannah Hecox

Let us feature your field or lab work this Spring or Summer!

Our GDPE Sci Comm Fellow, Elizabeth Diaz-Clark, is starting a new video series to showcase the great work that our graduate students are doing. If you are interested in participating, please fill out the form here.

GDPE Event Calendar

CSU EVENTS OF INTEREST

Essay on peer review and early career researchers just published in Limnology and Oceanography Letters

The RCE Fellows just published an editorial about the peer review process and how ECRs can become engaged. Might be of interest to students and ECRs in your labs and institutions. More information here.

DEADLINES

GDPE Deadlines
None at this time

Other Deadlines
May 13 – by 4:45 pm (MT)
- FOR SPRING 2022 GRADUATES –
  - Clearance of all incompletes/grade changes (if applicable)
  - Completion of all course requirements (if applicable)
  - GS52 Discrepancy Clearance Response (if applicable)
  - GS25B Departmental Requirements Clearance (if applicable)

Summer 2022 Graduates –
All Summer 2022 deadlines are at midnight on Thursday.

May 26
- SUMMER 2022 GRADUATES – Deadline to Apply to Graduate
  - Deadline for Application for Graduation GS25 Form (students applying to graduate for the first time) OR Reapplication for Graduation (students who have applied to graduate...
Find all of the deadline details on the CSU Graduate School’s website here. Find all of the registration details on the CSU Registrar’s website here.

**COURSES**

Plan Ahead Fall 2022

**ECOL 592 Interdisciplinary Seminars**

Please note: Students are welcome to take multiple 592s in a semester.

- **ECOL592 001** "Understanding the "Insect Apocalypse": Global insect declines and recovery strategies " (Drs. John M. Mola and Ruth Hufbauer) CRN:65074  **Credits: 1** Please register for 1 credit only.

- **ECOL592 002** "Equity and Justice in Conservation Practice": (Dr. Sara Bombaci, Erin Weingarten, Tamara Layden) CRN:65075  **Credits: 1** Please register for 1 credit only.

*Keep checking back for new ECOL 592s*

**********

**NR 510 - Ecosystem Services Theory and Practice** - Associate Professor Kelly Jones (HDNR)
Lecture: M 1-3:30: Lecture and discussion based class focusing on an interdisciplinary understanding of the ecosystem services framework and payments for ecosystem services programs.

**ESS 575 - Models for Ecological Data** - Dr. Tom Hobbs, Professor Emeritus
Lecture: Tu/Th 8-9:15 AM, Lab – Wed 8-9:50 AM
Gaining insight about the operation of ecological processes using models and data.

**WR 574 - Advanced Snow Hydrology** - Professor Steven R. Fassnacht
Lecture: TR 9:30-10:45 Recitation: T 12:30-2:00
In-depth study of snowpack processes and modeling, time series data analysis, and discussion of the literature.

Submit Photos

We want your photos! What are you up to, how is your field and lab work? Share them with us here.

All paperwork: Please email forms to Dawn at ecology@colostate.edu to coordinate signatures and processing. Thanks!

We want your feedback! Do you have comments or suggestions about how your GDPE experience can improve? Let us know! Contact your ExCom Student Representatives, Andreas Wion and Sarah Carroll to provide your feedback.

Stay in touch by tagging GDPE in your posts and photos on Twitter - @CSU_Ecology and use hashtags #GDPE and #CSU_Ecology. We’d be happy to help highlight your research!

**General Student Resources**
COVID Resources for Grad Students
CSU COVID Recovery Resources
Colorado Forest Collaboratives Network
Application Due Date: May 3
CSU’s Center for Collaborative Conservation (CCC) is looking for an energetic, self-starting graduate student or advanced undergraduate student to assist in the coordination of the new Colorado Forest Collaboratives Network. This position offers an excellent opportunity to help build a brand new collaboratives network, learn about and meet members of the many forest collaborative groups in Colorado, map real-world connections between organizations and partners, and plan important events. The 10-20 hr/wk position will pay $15.00 - $20.00 per hour, commensurate with experience and qualifications, and is expected to run from May/June 2022 through May 2023.searching "Forest Collaboratives Network Intern (paid position)" on Handshake. Job ID#: 6360519. Questions can be directed to katie.mcgrath@colostate.edu with subject line "Forest Collaboratives Network Intern". More details and apply here.

Applied Quantitative Ecologist - Conservation Science Program at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology
Application Due Date: May 15 (Extended)
The position for Applied Quantitative Ecologist is a fully funded, PI-level research position, reappointed every 3 to 5 years, with opportunities for advancement within the organization and at the University-level. More information here.

Data Management Internship - National Park Service
Anticipated Start Date: April - May 2022
The Center for Environmental Management of Military Lands (CEMML) at CSU is seeking students to work with the National Park Service (NPS), Inventory and Monitoring Division, Rocky Mountain Network (ROMN) as either an Undergraduate Student Intern or Graduate Student Assistant. More information here.

Research Associates I, II, III, IV and Senior - Open Pool
Application Due Date: June 30
The Department of Biology seeks applications from individuals who are interested in obtaining temporary or special research positions within the department in the areas of cell and molecular biology, physiology of plants or animals, animal behavior, ecology, evolutionary biology and computational/theoretical biology. Detailed descriptions of the research programs of the individual faculty are available on the department web page:
http://www.biology.colostate.edu/people/
jobs.colostate.edu More information here.

NASA Student Internship in Biodiversity & Ecological Forecasting
Application Due Date: July 15
This position will examine strategies for advancing the biological diversity and ecological forecasting programs within NASA’s Earth Science Division. Interns will advance the use of remote sensing for detecting, understanding, and forecasting patterns of life on Earth. his position will examine linkages and synergistic relationships between these programs and other activities within and outside of NASA. Applicants with a background in conservation biology, ecology, evolution, computer programming, statistics, or communications/journalism are sought. Interns will advance outward communication of program activities, build program infrastructure, develop and implement evaluation metrics for science projects, and support science review. The mentor will develop projects specific to the intern’s background and interests on these themes. More information here.

Post-doc on ISDMs Fall 2022
Application Due Date: Open until filled
Postdoc beginning in Fall 2022 to work on an NSF project titled: Integrated distribution models for North American mammals as tests of niche conservatism. It's a collaborative project with Dr. Roland Kays of the Museum of Natural Sciences and Dr. Bill McShea of the Smithsonian National Zoo. More information here.